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Introduction 
The catalogue of documents lists the COM Documents 
of the Commission of the European Communities, the 
Reports of the European Parliament and the Opinions 
and Reports of the Economic and Social Committee 
prepared during the reference period by the Office for 
Official Publications of the European Communities for 
distribution to the public. 
The COM Documents and the Opinions of the ESC are 
available on paper and microfiche, whereas from 1 Jan-
uary 1990, the Reports of the European Parliament are 
available only on microfiche. 
This version of the catalogue takes account only of 
documents of which English language texts have been 
prepared. There are parallel catalogues covering docu-
ments in each of the eight other official languages of the 
European Community. 
Presentation 
Documents are listed in numerical order within each 
document type under 17 main headings. 
In this Classified Index there is one single entry for 
each document, showing inter alia its number, title, 
date of adoption by the institution concerned, ISBN 
number, catalogue number and finally by the micro-
fiche reference number. Since 1987 the COM and PE 
document numbers have been used as microfiche 
reference numbers. 
Frequency and cumulation 
It is intended that catalogues of the present type will 
appear monthly. Cumulative catalogues will be pub-
lished during and at the end of each year. They will 
contain alphabetical and numerical indexes, as well as 
classified indexes. 
Subscription system 
An attractive system of selective subscriptions is on 
offer for the paper versions of the COM Documents 
and the Opinions of the ESC covered by this cata-
logue either individually or in combination. 
Microfiche subscriptions are also available, but only 
for entire series, either individually or in combination. 
More information can be obtained from the sales 
offices whose addresses are given on the back cover. 
Other publications 
Other European Community monographs — whether 
classed as publications or documents — as well as 
periodicals are listed in the catalogue Publications of 
the European Communities. 
CLASSIFIED INDEX 
Classified index 
01 Institutional questions 
AY-CO-90-459-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC Λ 3-348/90 A 
Report of the Committee on Budgets on the aide-mémoire from the 
Commission of the European Communities on the fixing of the ECSC 
levv rate and on the drawing up of the ECSC operating budget for 1991 
(SÊCI90) 1495 final - C3-J00/90 and SECI90) 1X84 final - C3-389/90) 
Rapporteur : Mr Jean-Claude PASTY 
Part A: Motion for a resolution 
04.12.1990- 5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68673-1 
AY-CO-90-435-EN-A 
Microform 
COMI90) 516 final 
Annual report on the implementation of the reform of the structural 
funds 19X9 
15.1 1.1990- 124 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-65467-8 
CB-CO-90-543-EN-C 
COM(90) 691 final 
Proposal for the revision of the financial perspective annexed to the 
Interinstitutional Agreement of 29 June 1988 on budgetarv discipline 
and improvement (if the budgetary procedure 
(presented bv the Commission) 
03.01.1991 - 5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X196-9 
CB-CO-9I-00I-EN-C 
COMI91) 32 final 
Amended proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) amending the staff 
regulations of officials and the conditions of employment of other 
servants of the European Communities 
(presented by the Commission pursuant to Article 149(3) of the EEC 
Treat ν I 
14.02.1991 - 13 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69309-6 
CB-CO-91-053-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-313/90 Β 
Report of the Committee on Budgetson the proposals for revision of the 
financial perspective 
Rapporteur: Mr Alain LAMASSOURE 
Part B: Explanatory statement 
21.11.1990-4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68746-0 
AY-CO-90-444-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-348/90 B 
Report drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Budgets on the 
aide-memoire from the Commission of the European Communities (in 
the fixing of the ECSC levy rate and on the drawing up of the ECSC 
operating budget for 1991 (SEC(90) 1495 final - C3-300/90 and SECI90I 
1X84 final - C'3-389/90) 
Rapporteur: Mr Jean-Claude PASTY 
Part B: Explanatory statement 
Opinions 
04.12.1990- 16 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70007-6 
AY-CO-90-479-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-359/90 
Report of the Committee on Budgets on the supplementarv and 
amending budget No 3 for the 1990 financial year (SEC(90) 1937 -
C3-372/90) 
Rapporteur: Mr John TOMLINSON 
10.12.1990- 3 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68574-3 
AY-CO-90-424-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-360/90 
Report of the Committee on Budgets on the changes made by the 
Council to Parl iament 's amendments to Sections 
I (Parliament) 
II (Council - Annex: Economic and Social Committee) 
IV (Court of Justice) 
V (Court of Auditors) 
of the draft general budget of the 'European Communities for the 
financial vear 1991 (C3-371/90) 
Rapporteur: Mrs Diemut THEATO 
10.12.1990-4 pp. 
ISBN' 92-77-68583-2 
AY-CO-90-425-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-314/90 
Report of the temporary committee to consider the impact of the 
process of German unification on the European Community on the 
common positions of the Council on the Community and German 
unification 
1. Regulation on tariff measures (C3-365/90-1 ) 
2. Decision on ECSC products (assent) (C3-365/90-2) 
3. Directive on harmonization of technical rules (('3-365/90-3) 
4. Decision on consumer protection (C3-365/90-4) 
5. Directive on aid for shipbuilding (C3-365/90-5) 
6. Directive on statistics: t ransport , gas, electricity (C'3-365/90-6) 
7. Regulation on statistics: labour forces (C3-365/90-7) 
8. Regulation on statistics: agriculture (C3-365/90-8) 
9. Decision on aid for the steel industry (C3-365/90-9) 
10. Directive on plant health (C'3-365/90-10) 
11. Regulation on fisheries: common policy (C'3-365/90-11) 
12. Decision on fisheries: Spitzbergen (C3-365/90-12) 
13. Regulation on transport: road, rail and inland waterway 
(C3-365/90-13) 
14. Regulation on transport: shipping (C3-365/90-14) 
15. Regulation on energy (C3-365/90-15) 
16. Directive on the environment (C3-365/90-16) 
17. Regulation on agriculture (C3-365/90-I7) 
Rapporteur: Mr Alan John DONNELLY 
19.1 1.1990-55 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X53X-7 
AY-CO-90-420-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-347/90 
Report by the Committee on the Rules of Procedure, the Verification of 
Credentials and Immunities on the amendment of Rules 36. 45 and 80 
of the Rules of Procedure of the European Parliament concerning the 
publication of certain lists of documents 
Rapporteur: Sir Christopher PRO UT 
05.12.1990-7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69637-0 
PE DOC A 3-361/90 
Report of the Committee on Budgets on the draft general budget of the 
European Communities for the financial year 1991 
Section III - Commission as amended bv the Council (C3-371/90) 
Rapporteur : Mr Alain LAMASSOURE 
10.12.1990-7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X592-1 
AY-CO-90-426-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-362/90 
Report of the Committee on Budgets on the proposals for revision of the 
financial perspective 
Rapporteur: Mr Alain LAMASSOURE 
10.12.1990- 3 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X601-4 
AY-CO-90-427-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC Λ 3-364/90 
Report of the Committee on the Rules of Procedure, the Verification of 
Credentials and Immunities on the amendment of Rules 69. 71 and 74 
of the Rules of Procedure relating to the tabling of amendments in 
plenary and their referral to the committee responsible 
Rapporteur : Mr Dieter ROGALLA 
12.12.1990- 12 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69646-X 
AY-CO-90-46O-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-377/90 
Report of the Committee on the Rules of Procedure, the Verification of 
Credentials and Immunities on the request for the parliamentary 
immunity of Mr Marco PANNELLA to be waived 
Rapporteur: Mr José Maria GIL-ROBLES 
20.12.1990- 12 pp. 
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ISBN 92-77-6971X-0 
AY-CO-90-468-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-2/91 
Report of the Committee on Budgetary Control on Community policy 
concerning ECSC, Euratom and NCI loans and borrowings (Court of 
Auditors ' special report No 3/90 - OJ No C 160, 29.6.1990) 
Rapporteur: Mr Georgios SARIDAKIS 
10.01.1991 - 14 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70116-1 
AY-CO-91-OOX-EN-A 
Microform 
1SBN92-77-68755-X 
CB-CO-91-018-EN-C 
COM(91 |8 f ina l 
Proposal for a Council Decision changing the import arrangements 
established by Council Decision 90/468/EEC and applied in Italy in 
respect of imports from certain State-trading countries of various 
products 
(presented by the Commission) 
(Only the Italian text is authentic) 
11.02.1991 - 5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-692X2-0 
CB-CO-9I-050-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-9/91 
Report of the Committee on the Rules of Procedure, the Verification of 
Credentials and Immunities on the request for the parliamentary 
immunity of Mrs Brever to be waived 
Rapporteur : Mr Jean' DEFRAIGNE 
2X.01.I991 - 10 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70161-7 
AY-CO-91-009-EN-A 
Microform 
COM(91)9f ina l 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) applying Decision No 1/90 of 
the EEC-EFTA Joint Committee 'common transi t ' of 13 December 
1990 amending Appendices I and II to the convention of 20 May 19X7 
on a common transit procedure 
(presented bv the Commission) 
05.02.1991 -11 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-690X0-1 
CB-CO-9I-026-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-18/91 
Report of the Committee on the Rules of Procedure, the Verification of 
Credentials and Immunities on the request for the parliamentary 
immunity of Mr Ruiz Mateos to be waived 
Rapporteur: Mr Jean DEFRAIGNE 
06.02.1991 - 9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70242-7 
AY-CO-9I-018-EN-A 
Microform 
CESI91) 273/Corr 
Additional opinion on economic and monetary union 
Corrigendum 
19.03.1991 - 1 p. 
ISBN 92-77-71463-8 
EY-CO-91-027-EN-C 
EN-91-3 
CES(91)576 
Opinion on the annual report on the implementation of the reform of 
the structural funds 
(doc. COM(90) 516 final) 
24.04.1991 - 2 3 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72949-X 
EY-CO-91-060-EN-C 
EN-9I-1I 
02 Customs union and commercial policy 
COM(90) 674 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision concerning the provisional application 
of the Agreed Minute of 26 September 1990 modifying the Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the Kingdom of 
Thailand in textile products 
(presented bv the Commission) 
08.01.1991 - 5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68223-X 
CB-CO-91-004-EN-C 
COM<90) 690 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion of the Exchange of 
Letters complementing the Agreement between the European Economic 
Communitv and the United States of America under (ï ATT Article 
XXIV.6 
(presented bv the Commission) 
20.12.1990-8 pp. 
ISBN92-77-68I87-X 
CB-CO-90-697-EN-C 
COM(91)6f ina l 
Proposal fora Council Regulation (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC) 
No 3275/90 opening and providing for the administration of 
Community tariff quotas bound in GATT for certain agricultural and 
industrial products 
(presented bv the Commission) 
23.01.199] -'7 pp. 
COM(91) 15 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) imposing a definitive 
anti-dumping duty on imports of barium chloride originating in the 
People's Republic of China 
(presented bv the Commission) 
07.02.1991 - Ί θ pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69110-7 
CB-CO-91-031-EN-C 
COM(9I) 17 final 
Proposals for 
• an estimate concerning young male bovine animals weighing 300 
kilograms or less and intended for fattening for the period 1 January to 
31 December 1991 
- an estimate concerning beef and veal intended for the processing 
industry for the period 1 January to 31 December 1991 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) opening for 1991, as an 
autonomous measure, a special import quota for high quality fresh, 
chilled or frozen beef falling within headings 0201 and 0202 as well as 
products under sub-headings 0206 10 95 and 0206 29 91 of the 
Combined Nomenclature 
(presented bv the Commission) 
05.02.1991 - 1 8 p p . 
ISBN 92-77-69156-5 
CB-CO-91-036-EN-C 
COM(91) 19 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision concerning the provisional application 
of the Agreed Minute amending the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malaysia on t rade in textile products 
(presented bv the Commission) 
04.02.1991 - 5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-691 19-0 
CB-CO-91-032-EN-C 
COM(91) 20 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision concerning the provisional application 
of the Agreed Minute amending the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Indonesia on trade in textile 
products 
{presented bv the Commission) 
04.02.1991 - 5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69174-3 
CB-CO-9I-038-EN-C 
COM19I) 25 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC) 
No 918/83 setting up a Community system of reliefs from customs duty 
(presented bv the Commission) 
27.02.1991 -27 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69572-2 
CB-CO-91-082-EN-C 
COM(91)31 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) opening and providing for the 
administration of Communitv tariff quotas for certain industrial 
products (1991) 
(presented bv the Commission) 
12.02.1991 - 8 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69300-2 
CB-CO-9I-052-EN-C 
COM(9I) 33 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision authorizing extension or tacit renewal 
of certain trade agreements concluded between Member States and 
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third countries 
(presented bv the Commission) 
13.02.1991 - 6 p p . 
ISBN 92-77-6941 X-l 
CB-CO-91-066-EN-C 
third countries 
(presented bv the Commission) 
04.03.1991 - 6 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69X45-4 
CB-CO-91-091-EN-C 
COMI91I 40 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on the tariff arrangements 
applicable to imports into the Community of products originating in the 
occupied territories 
(presented by the Commission) 
15.02.1991 - ' lOpp. 
ISBN 92-77-69337-1 
CB-CO-9I-057-EN-C 
C O M I 9 D 7 I final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) extending the provisional 
anti-dumping duty on imports of aspar tame originating in Japan and 
the United States of America 
(presented bv the Commission) 
04.03.1991 -"4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69X54-3 
CB-CO-91-092-EN-C 
COMI91) 45 final 
Proposal .for a Council Regulation (EEC) extending the provisional 
anti-dumping duty on imports of audio tapes in cassettes originating in 
Japan, the Republic of Korea, and Hong Kong 
(presented bv the Commission) 
11.02.1991 - 4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69346-0 
CB-CO-91-05X-EN-C 
COVK91) 47 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision concerning the conclusion of the 
Agreement in the form of Agreed Minutes relating to certain 
agricultural products negotiated between the European Economic 
Community and Australia under Article XXVIII of the GATT 
(presented by the Commission) 
1X.02.I99I - I 1 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-693X2-7 
CB-CO-9I-062-EN-C 
C()M(91) 49 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC) 
No 3729/90 opening and providing for the administration of 
Community tariff quotas for certain agricultural products originating 
in Algeria. Morocco. Tunisia or Egypt 
(presented bv the Commission) 
01.03.1991 - 7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69X36-5 
CB-CO-91-090-EN-C 
COM(91) 60 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision authorizing the automatic renewal or 
maintenance in force of provisions governing matters covered by the 
common commercial policy contained in the friendship, trade and 
navigation treaties and similar agreements concluded between Member 
States and third countries 
(presented bv the Commission) 
22.02.1991 - Ί 2 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69545-5 
CB-CO-9I-079-EN-C 
COMI 91) 62 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) opening and providing for the 
administration of Community tariff quotas for quality wines produced 
in the specified regions of Jerez. Malaga. Jumilla. Priorato. Rioja and 
Valdepeñas 11991/92) 
(presented bv the Commission) 
26.02.1991 - 7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69554-4 
CB-CO-9I-0X0-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-335/90 Annex 
Opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and 
Industrial Policy and of the Committee on External Economic Relations 
for the Committee on Development and Cooperation on the 
communication from the Commission to the Council on the Generalized 
System of Preferences: Guidelines for the 1990s' (COM(90| 329 final -
C3-239/90) 
Draftsmen: Mr Bryan CASSIDY and Mr Manuel PORTO 
06.12.1990-9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X637-5 
AY-CO-90-431-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-354/90 
Report of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and 
Industrial Policy on the Commission proposal for a Council Regulation 
on the single administrative document (COMI90I 363 final - C'3-286/90 -
SYN 290) 
Rapporteur : Mr Dieter ROCALLA 
05.12.1990-5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X709-6 
AY-CO-90-439-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-355/90 
Report of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and 
Industrial Policy on the Commission proposal for a Council Regulation 
on the elimination of controls and formalities applicable to the cabin 
and checked baggage of passengers taking an intra-Community flight 
and the baggage of passengers making an intra-Communitv sea 
crossing (COM(90) 370 final - C3-296/90 - SYN 2X9) 
Rapporteur : Mr Karl von WOGAU 
05.12.1990- II pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X718-5 
AY-CO-90-440-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-11/91 A 
Report of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights on the 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a Regulation 
establishing a Communitv customs code (COMI90) 71 - C3-103/90 -
SYN 253) 
Rapporteur: Lord INGLEWOOD 
Part A: Amendments 
Draft legislative resolution 
31.01.1991 - 15 pp. 
ISBN92-77-70179-X 
AY-CO-91-Oll-EN-A 
Microform 
COMI91) 63 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) opening and providing for the 
administration of a Community tariff quota for apricot pulp originating 
in Turkey 
(presented bv the Commission) 
26.02.1991 - 6 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69754-7 
CB-CO-91-0X7-EN-C 
03 Agriculture, silviculture and fisheries 
COMI9I) 67 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) opening and providing for the 
administration of Community tariff quotas for cut flowers and flower 
buds, fresh, originating in Cyprus, Israel. Jordan and Morocco 
(1991/92) 
(presented bv the Commission) 
01.03.1991 - 9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6981X-7 
CB-CO-9I-0X8-EN-C 
C()M(9I) 69 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision authorizing extension or tacit renewal 
of certain t rade agreements concluded between Member States and 
COM(90) 517 final 
Amendment to the proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) amending 
Regulation (EEC) No 1307/X5 authorizing the Member States to grant 
consumption aid for butter 
(presented by the Commission pursuant to the third paragraph of 
Article 149 of the EEC Treaty) 
24.10.1990- 3 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-65170-9 
CB-CO-90-532-EN-C 
COM(9I )5 f ina l 
Recommendation for a Council Decision concerning the conclusion of 
the Agreement in the form of an Exchange of Letters between the 
European Economic Community and the Republic of Tunisia lay ing 
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down the rules applicable from 1 January 1991 to imports into the 
Community of untreated olive oil originating in Tunisia 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) laying down general rules for 
imports of olive oil originating in Tunisia 
(presented bv the Commission) 
22.01.1991 - 1 3 pp. 
ISBN92-77-6X9IX-X 
CB-CO-91-023-EN-C 
COMI9II I I final 
Amendment to the proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) amending 
Regulation (EEC) No X57/84 adopting general rules for the application 
οΓ the levy referred to in Article 5c οΓ Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 in 
the milk and milk products sector 
(presented bv the Commission pursuant to Article 149(3) of the EEC 
Treaty) 
2X.01.I99I - 4 p p . 
ISBN 92-77-6X936-6 
CB-CO-91-025-EN-C 
COMI91I 22 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision concerning notification of the 
acceptance bv the Communitv of the International Coffee Agreement 
1983 as extended to 30 September 1992 
(presented bv the Commission) 
04.02.1991 - 4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69165-4 
CB-CO-9I-037-EN-C 
COM(91) 23 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC) 
No 3926/90 fixing, for certain fish stocks and groups of fish stocks, the 
total allowable catches for 1991 and certain conditions under which 
they may be fished 
(presented bv the Commission) 
04.02.1991 - 6 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69147-6 
CB-CO-91-035-EN-C 
COM(91) 24 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) amending Council Regulation 
(EEC) No 1191/89 derogating from Regulation (EEC) No 797/85 as 
regards certain investment aids in the pig production sector 
(presented by the Commission) 
18.02.1991 - 4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69364-9 
CB-CO-9I-060-EN-C 
COM19I) 26 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) fixing for the 1990/91 and 
1991/92 milk years the guideline figure for the fat content of 
standardized whole milk imported into Ireland and the United Kingdom 
(presented bv the Commission) 
07.02.1991 - 8 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69255-3 
CB-CO-91-047-EN-C 
Community from third countries 
(presented by the Commission) 
15.03.1991 - 2 2 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70143-9 
CB-CO-91-104-EN-C 
COMI9I) 76 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision amending the seventh Decision, 
X5/355/EEC, on the equivalence of field inspections carried out in third 
countries on seed producing crops and the seventh Decision, 
85/356/EEC, on the equivalence of seed produced in third countries 
(presented bv the Commission) 
12.03.1991 - 6 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70097-1 
CB-CO-9I-100-EN-C' 
COMI91) 100 final 
Communication from the Commission to the Council 
The development and future of the CAP 
Reflections paper of the Commission 
01.02.1991 - 2 0 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69228-6 
CB-CO-9I-044-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-303/90 Annex 
Opinion of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Rural 
Development and of the Committee on Budgets for the Committee on 
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection on the 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a Regulation on 
animal health conditions governing intra-Community trade and 
imports from third countries of fresh poultrvmeat and fresh meat of 
reared game birds (COMIX9) 507 final - C3-211/89) 
Draftsmen: Mr Mark KILLILEA and Mr Thomas von der VRING 
06.12.1990-7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X250-7 
AY-CO-90-4I1-EN-A 
Microform 
CESI9D409 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on sweeteners for use 
in foodstuffs 
(doc. COM(90) 381 final) 
20.03.1991 - 13 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-71490-5 
EY-CO-9I-030-EN-C 
EN-91-4 
CES(91)4I6 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) amending 
Regulation (EEC) No 426/86 on the common organization of the market 
in products processed from fruit and vegetables 
(doc. COM(9113 final) 
20.03.1991 - 4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-7 15X1-2 
EY-CO-91-037-EN-C 
EN-91-5 
COMI91) 70 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) allocating additional catch 
quotas among Member States for vessels fishing in Swedish waters, for 
1991 
(presented bv the Commission) 
05.03.1991 - 6 p p . 
ISBN 92-77-699X0-9 
CB-CO-9I-094-EN-C 
COM(91)72Vol . I 
Commission proposals on the prices for agricultural products and on 
related measures (1991/92) 
Volume I 
Explanatory memoranda 
01.03.1991 -87 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70079-3 
CB-CO-9I-09X-EN-C 
CES(91)566 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on improving 
the efficiency of agricultural structures 
(doc. SEC(91) 268 final) 
24.04.1991 - 3 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72631-8 
EY-CO-91-050-EN-C 
EN-9I-X 
CESI9D571 
Opinion on the Commission proposals on the prices for agricultural 
products and on related measures (1991/92) 
(doc. COM(90) 72 final - Vols I, II, III) 
25.04.1991 - 14 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72X47-7 
EY-CO-9I-055-EN-C 
EN-91-9 
COM(9I )72Vol . II 
Commission proposals on the prices for agricultural products and on 
related measures (1991/92) 
Volume II 
Financial implications 
01.03.1991 - 19 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70088-2 
CB-CO-9I-099-EN-C 
04 Employment and labour 
COMI91) 75 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) laying down the principles 
governing the organization of veterinary checks on animals entering the 
COMI90) 581 final 
Proposal for a Council Directive on the establishment of a European 
Works Council in Community-scale undertakings or groups of 
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undertakings for the purposes of informing and consulting employees 
(presented bv the Commission) 
25.01.1991 -35 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6913X-7 
CB-CO-9I-034-EN-C 
COM(90)5XX final 
Proposal for a Council Directive on minimum requirements to improve 
the mobility and the safe t ransport to work of workers with reduced 
mobility 
(presented bv the Commission) 
28.02.1991 -'25 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69863-2 
CB-CO-91-093-EN-C 
COMI90) 692 final 
Amendment to the proposal for a Council Directive concerning 
measures to encourage improvements in the safety and health of 
pregnant workers, women workers who have recently given birth and 
women who are breastfeeding 
(presented bv the Commission under Article 149, paragraph 3 of the 
EEC Treaty) 
03.01.1991 - 12pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X205-1 
CB-CO-91-002-EN-C 
COM(91) 65 final 
Amended proposal for a Council Directive on the minimum health and 
safety requirements for improved medical treatment on board vessels 
(presented bv the Commission pursuant to Article 149(3) of the EEC 
Treaty I 
27.02.1991 - 14 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-695X2-X 
CB-CO-91-084-EN-C 
Directive concerning certain aspects of the organization of working 
time (COM(90) 317 - C3-326/90 - SYN 295) 
Rapporteur : Mr Adrien ZELLER 
Part Β: Statement pursuant to Rule 119(3) of the Rules of Procedure by 
the Group of the European People's Partv 
16.01.1991 - 3 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70043-2 
AY-CO-90-483-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-379/90 
Draft report of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and the 
Working Environment on the Commission proposal for a Council 
Directive on the minimum health and safetv requirements for improved 
medical treatment on board vessels (COM(~90) 272 final - C3-235/90 -
SYN 278) 
Rapporteur : Mr Dimitrios NIANIAS 
20.12.1990-23 pp. 
ISBN 92­77­69736­9 
AY­CO­90­470­EN­A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-15/91 
Report of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and the 
Working Environment on the Commission proposal for a Council 
Directive on the implementation of minimum safety and health 
requirements at temporary or mobile work sites (Eighth individual 
Directive within the meaning of Article 16 of Directive 89/391/EEC) 
(COM(90) 275 final - C3-291/90 - SYN 279) 
Rapporteur : Mr Bartho PRONK 
04.02.1991 - IX pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70215-X 
AY-CO-91-015-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-337/90 
Report of the Committee on Women's Rights on the proposal from the 
Commission to the Council for a Directive concerning the protection at 
work of pregnant women or women who have recently given birth 
(COMI90) 406 final - C3-340/90 - SYN 303) 
Rapporteur : Mrs Joanna RØNN 
30.1 1.1990-22 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68646-4 
AY-CO-90-432-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-372/90 
Report of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights on the 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a Directive 
complementing the statute for a European company with regard to the 
involvement of employées in the European company (COM(X9) 26X 
final - C3-143/X9 - SYN 219) 
Joint rappor teurs : Willi ROTHLEY and Christine ODDY 
Part A: Amendments 
Draft legislative resolution 
20.12.1990-25 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69700-X 
AY-CO-90-466-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC Λ 3-37X/90 A 
Report of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and the 
Working Environment on the Commission proposal for a Council 
Directive concerning certain aspects of the organization of working 
time (COMI90) 317 final - C3-326/90 - SYN 295) 
Rapporteur: Mr Adrien ZELLER 
Part A: Amendments 
Draft legislative resolution 
20.12.1990- 18 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69727-X 
AY-CO-90-469-EN-A 
Microform 
CESI9D413 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Decision amending Decision 
X9/657/EEC establishing an action programme to promote innovation in 
the field of vocational training resulting from technological change in 
the Community (Eurotecnet) and Decision 90/267/EEC establishing an 
action programme for the development of continuing vocational 
training in the European Community (Force) in order to establish the 
Advisory Committee for Continuing Education and Training 
embracing Force and Eurotecnet 
(doc. COM(90) 648 final) 
20.03.1991 - 4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-71554-5 
EY-CO-91-034-EN-C 
EN-91-5 
CES(91)414 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the implementation 
of the minimum safety and health requirements at temporary or mobile 
work sites (Eighth individual Directive within the meaning of Article 16 
of Directive 89/391/EEC) 
I doc. COMI90) 275 final) 
20.03.1991 - 11 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-71563-4 
EY-CO-9I-035-EN-C 
EN-91-5 
CES(91)417 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the establishment of 
a European Works Council in Community-scale undertakings or 
groups of undertakings for the purposes of informing and consulting 
employees 
(doc. COM(90)5X1 final) 
21.03.1991 - 16 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-71590-1 
EY-CO-91-038-EN-C 
EN-91-6 
PE DOC A 3-37X/90 II 
Report drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs. 
Employment and the Working Environment on the Commission 
proposal for a Council Directive concerning certain aspects of the 
organization of working time (COMI90) 317 final - C3-326/90 - SYN 
295) 
Rapporteur : Mr Adrien ZELLER 
Part Β: Explanatory statement 
Opinion of the Committee on Women's Rights 
08.01.1991 - 13 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69935-3 
AY­CO­90­476­EN­A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-378/90 B/Annex 
Report of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and the 
Working Environment on the Commission proposal for a Council 
CES(91)559 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive concerning the 
minimum requirements for the provision of safety and/or health signs 
at work 
(doc. COM(90) 664 final) 
24.04.1991 - 9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72477-3 
EY-CO-9I-043-EN-C 
EN­91­7 
CESI91) 560 
Own-initiative opinion on the status of migrant workers from third 
countries 
24.04.1991 - 11 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72514-1 
EY-CO-91-044-EN-C 
EN-91-7 
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CESI 91) 567 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on a form of proof of 
an employment relationship 
(doc. COMI90) 563 final) 
24.04.1991 - 6 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72640-7 
EY-CO-91-05I-EN-C 
EN-91-X 
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COM(91)7f ina l 
Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 76/769/EEC on the 
approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of 
the Member States relating to restrictions on the marketing and use of 
certain dangerous substances and preparat ions 
(presented bv the Commission) 
2X.01.1991 - 12 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X927-7 
CB-CO-91-024-EN-C 
COMI91) 29 final 
Final report on the Second European Poverty Programme 
19X5-1989 
13.02.1991 - 7 4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69264-2 
CB-CO-91-048-EN-C 
COM(91) 39 final 
Report from the Commission to the Council on the activities of the 
Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Products 
15.02.1991 -51 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69427-0 
CB-CO-9I-067-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-333/90 Β 
Report of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights on the 
Commission proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) concerning the 
creation of a supplementary protection certificate for medicinal 
products (COMI90) 101 filial - C3-121/90 - SYN 255) 
Rapporteur: Mr Friedrich MERZ 
Part Β: Explanatory statement 
Opinion of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and 
Consumer Protection 
Opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and 
Industrial Policy 
Opinion (if the Committee on'Energv, Research and Technology 
29.11.1990-27 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-699X9-2 
AY-CO-90-477-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-1/91 
Interim report by the Committee on Women's Rights on the operation 
of the Social Fund 
Rapporteur : Mrs Christa RANDZIO-PLATH 
10.01.1991 - 14 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70107-2 
AY-CO-91-007-EN-A 
Microform 
CESI 911573 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the manufacture 
and the placing on the market of certain substances used in the illicit 
manufacture of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances 
«loc. COMI90) 597 final) 
25.04.1991 - 8 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72922-8 
EY-CO-91-057-EN-C 
EN-91-10 
COM(90) 488 final 
Proposal for a Council Directive amending for the sixth time 
Directive 76/768/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member 
States relating to cosmetic products 
(presented bv the Commission) 
05.02.1991 -25 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69210-3 
CB-CO-9I-042-EN-C 
COM(90) 538 final 
Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive X9/622/EEC on the 
approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of 
the Member States concerning the labelling of tobacco products 
(presented bv the Commission) 
16.01.1991 - Ί 9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68855-6 
CB-CO-9I-020-EN-C 
COMI90) 6X6 final 
Proposals for a 
Council Regulation (EEC) on the application of the provisions of 
Community law to the Canary Islands 
Council Decision setting up a programme of options specific to the 
remote and insular nature of the Canary Islands (POSEICAN) 
(presented bv the Commission) 
20.02.1991 -55 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69463-7 
CB-CO-9I-071-EN-C 
COMI91) 46 final 
Re-examined proposal for a Council Directive on the approximation of 
the laws of the Member States concerning telecommunications terminal 
equipment, including the mutual recognition of their conformity 
(presented by the Commission pursuant to Article 149.2(d) of the EEC 
Treaty) 
21.02J99I - 14 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69373-8 
CB-CO-91-06I-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-351/90 
Recommendation of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
and Industrial Policy on the common position established by the 
Council with a view to the adoption of a Directive on the approximation 
of the laws of the Member States concerning telecommunications 
terminal equipment, including the mutual recognition of their 
conformity (C3-257/90 - SYN 204) 
Rapporteur: Ms Mel READ 
04.12.1990- 14 pp. 
1SBN92-77-6X691-X 
AY-CO-90-437-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-367/90 
Recommendation of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health 
and Consumer Protection on the common position established by the 
Council with a view to the adoption of a Directive amending for the 
ninth time Directive 767769/EEC on the approximation of the laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States relating 
to restrictions on the marketing and use of certain dangerous 
substances and preparations (C3-337/90 - SYN 130) 
Rapporteur: Mr Kenneth COLLINS 
19.12.1990-X pp. 
ISBN92-77-69664-X 
AY-CO-90-462-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC' A 3-I2/9I 
Report of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights on the 
Seventh annual report to the European Parliament on Commission 
monitoring of the application of Communitv law - 19X9 (COMI90) 2XX 
final-C J-¡81/90) 
Rapporteur: Lord INGLEWOOD 
01.02.1991 - 29 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-701XX-9 
AY-CO-9I-012-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-16/91 
Recommendation of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
and Industrial Policy on the common position established by the 
Council with a view to the adoption of a Directive on the approximation 
of the laws of the Member States relating to the spray-suppression 
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systems of certain categories of motor vehicles and their trailers 
(C3-21 /9I -SYN210) 
Rapporteur: Mr Peter BEAZLEY 
04.02.1991 - 5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70224-9 
AY-CO-9I-0I6-EN-A 
Microform 
transport sector (COMI90) 167 final - C3-193/90) 
Rapporteur : Miss Anne McINTOSH 
29.11.1990- 15 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X565-4 
AY-CO-90-423-EN-A 
Microform 
CES(91)572 
Opinion on the amendment to the proposal for a Directive on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to compulsory 
use of safety belts in vehicles of less than 3.5 tonnes 
(doc. COMÏ90) 524 final) 
25.04.1991 - 5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72913-9 
EY-CO-91-056-EN-C 
EN-91-9 
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COM(91) 1 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision on the Loran-C radionavigation system 
(presented bv the Commission) 
21.01.1991 - 2 9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6S909-9 
CB-CO-91-022-EiN-C 
COM(91) 38 final 
Amendments to the proposals for Council Directives on 
- safety glazing and glazing materials on motor vehicles and their 
trailers 
- the masses and dimensions of motor vehicles of category Ml 
- pneumatic tyres for motor vehicles and their trailers 
(submitted bv the Commission pursuant to Article 149(3) of the EEC 
Trea tv) 
08.02.1991 - 3 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69319-3 
CB-CO-9I-055-EN-C 
COM(91) 54 final 
Amended proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) establishing a 
Community ship register and providing for the flying of the flag by 
sea-going vessels 
Amended proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on a common 
definition of a Community shipowner 
Amended proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) applying the 
principle of freedom to provide services to marit ime transport within 
the Member States 
(presented bv the Commission pursuant to Article 149(3) of the EEC 
Treatv) 
22.02.1991 -29 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69508-0 
CB-CO-91-076-EN-C 
C()M(9I) 66 final 
Amendment to the proposal for a Council Directive on speed limits for 
certain categories of motor vehicles in the Community 
(presented bv the Commission pursuant to Article 149(3) of the EEC 
Trea tv) 
25.03.1991 -4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69745-!S 
CB-CO-91-086-EN-C 
C()M(9I) 84 final 
Amendment to the proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) amending 
Regulation (EEC) No 1191/69 on action by Member States concerning 
the obligations inherent in the concept of public service in transport by 
rail, road and inland navigation 
Amendment to the proposal for a Council Directive on the development 
of Community railways 
(presented by the Commission pursuant lo Article 149(3) of the EEC 
Treaty) 
I1.03J99I - II pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70152-8 
CB-CO-91-105-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-331/90 
Report of the Committee on Transport and Tourism on the proposal 
from the Commission to the Council for a Regulation amending 
Regulation (EEC) No 3975/87 laying down the procedure for the 
application of the rules of competition to undertakings in the air 
PE DOC A 3-339/90 A 
Report of the Committee on Transpor t and Tourism on a Community 
railway policy and, in particular, the proposals from the Commission to 
the Council for 
I. a Directive on the development of the Communitv Railways 
II. a Regulation (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC) No 1191/69 on the 
action by Member States concerning the obligations inherent in the 
concept of a public service in t ransport by rail, road and inland 
waterway 
III . a Decision concerning the establishing of a network of high-speed 
trains 
IV. a Directive amending Directive 75/130/EEC on the establishment of 
common rules for certain types of combined carriage of goods between 
Member States (COMI89) 564 final - C3-46/90) 
Rapporteur : Mr Brian SIMPSON 
Part A: Amendments 
Draft legislative resolutions 
30.11.1990- 35 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68837-8 
AY-CO-90-453-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-339/90 B 
Report of the Committee on Transport and Tourism on a Community 
railway policy and, in particular, the proposals from the Commission to 
the Council for 
I. a Directive on the development of the Community railways 
II. a Regulation (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC) No 1191/69 on the 
action by Member States concerning the obligations inherent in the 
concept of a public service in t ransport by rail, road and inland 
waterway 
III. a Decision concerning the establishing of a network of high speed 
trains 
IV. a Directive amending Directive 75/130/EEC on the establishment of 
common rules for certain types of combined carriage of goods between 
Member States 
(COM(89) 564 final - C3-46/90) 
Rapporteur: Mr B.SIMPSON 
Part B: Explanatory statement 
Opinion 
30.11.1990- 29 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69998-1 
AY-CO-90-478-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-345/90 
Report of the Committee on Transport and Tourism on the Commission 
proposal for a Council Regulation on the transfer of ships from one 
register to another within the Communitv (COM(90) 219 final -
C3-186/90) 
Rapporteur : Mrs Ursula BRAUN-MOSER 
03.12.1990- 9 pp. 
ISBN92-77-6S664-2 
AY-CO-90-434-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-357/90 
Report of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and 
Industrial Policy on the Commission proposal for a Council Directive 
amending Directive 84/643/EEC of I December 1983 on the facilitation 
of physical inspections and administrative formalities in respect of the 
carriage of goods between Member States (COM(90) 356 final -
C3-249/90 - SYN 284) 
Rapporteur: Mr D. ROCALLA 
05.12.1990- 9pp . 
ISBN 92-77-68736-3 
AY-CO-90-442-EN-A 
Microform 
P E D O C A 3-13/91 
Recommendation of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
and Industrial Policy on the common position established by the 
Council with a view to the adoption of a Regulation amending 
Regulation (EEC) No 3/84 introducing arrangements for movement 
within the Community of goods sent from one Member State for 
temporary use in one or more other Member States (C3-19/91 - SYN 
283) 
Rapporteur: Mr Bryan CASSIDY 
01.02.1991 - 5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70197-8 
AY-CO-91-013-EN-A 
Microform 
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PE DOC A 3-14/91 
Recommendation of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
and Industrial Policy on the common position established by the 
Council with a view to the adoption of a Regulation on the use in the 
Communitv of TIR carnets and ATA carnets as transit documents 
(C3-20/91 -SYN 271) 
Rapporteur: Mr Bouke BEUMER 
01.02.1991 -5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70206-0 
AY-CO-9I-0I4-EN-A 
Microform 
CES(91)562 
Opinion on the modification of the proposal for a Council Directive on 
the charging of transport infrastructure costs to heavy goods vehicles 
(doc. COMI90) 540 final) 
24.04.1991 - 10 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72532-X 
EY-CO-9I-046-EN-C 
EN-91-7 
CES(91)563 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Decision on the Loran-C 
radio-navigation system 
(doc. COM(91) I final) 
24.tM.1991 -5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72541-9 
EY-CO-91-047-EN-C 
EN-91-X 
CES(91)565 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the harmonization 
of technical requirements and procedures applicable to civil aircraft 
(doc. COMI90) 442 final) 
24.04.1991 - 10 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72622-9 
EY-CO-91-049-EN-C 
EN-91-X 
CES(91)574 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 
X5/3/EEC on the weights, dimensions and certain technical 
characteristics of certain road vehicles 
(doc. COMI90) 486 final) 
25.04.1991 -7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72931-7 
EY-CO-9I-058-EN-C 
EN-91-10 
Part B: Explanatory statements 
Opinions 
07.01.1991 -51 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70025-4 
AY-CO-90-481 -EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-373/90 A 
Report drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Legal Affairs and 
Citizens' Rights on the proposal for a Regulation on the statute for a 
European company (COMI89) 268 final - C3-142/89 - SYN 218) 
Rapporteurs: Ms Christine ODDY and Mr Willi ROTHLEY 
Part A: Amendments 
Draft legislative resolution 
20.12.1990-52 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-698X1-0 
AY-CO-90-472-EN-A 
Microfono 
PE DOC A 3-373/90 Β 
Reports of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights on the 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a Regulation on the 
statute for a European company (COM(89) 268 final - C3-142/89 - SYN 
218) and on the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a 
Directive complementing the statute for the European company with 
regard to the involvement of employees in the European companv 
(COM(89) 268 final - C3-143/89 - SYN 219) 
Joint rapporteurs: Mr Willi ROTHLEY and Miss Christine ODDY 
Part B: Explanatory statements 
Opinions 
07.01.1991 -51 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70034-3 
AY-CO-90-482-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-374/90 
Report of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and 
Industrial Policy on the Nineteenth report of the Commission of the 
European Communities on competition policy 
Rapporteur: Mr Barry DESMOND 
20.12.1990-22 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69890-X 
AY-CO-90-473-EN-A 
Microfono 
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PE DOC A 3-312/90 
Report of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights on a 
statute for a European cooperative society and other undertakings in 
the mutual sector in general 
Rapporteur: Mrs Marie-Claude VAYSSADE 
20.11.1990- 14 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X529-8 
AY-CO-90-419-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-336/90 
Report of the Committee on External Economic Relations on the 
anti-dumping policy of the European Communitv 
Rapporteur: Mr Gijs de VRIES 
Adopted pursuant to Rule 37 of the Rules of Procedure 
30.11.1990-24 pp. 
1SBN92-77-688I9-X 
AY-CO-90-451-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-372/90 Β 
Reports of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights on the 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a Regulation on the 
statute for a European company (COMI89) 268 final - C3-I42/89 - SYN 
218) and on the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a 
Directive complementing the statute for the European company with 
regard to the involvement of employees in the European company 
(COMI89) 268 final - C3-143/89 - SYN 219) 
Joint rapporteurs: Mr Willi ROTHLEY and Miss Christine ODDY 
COM(90) 540 final 
Modification of the proposal for a Council Directive on the charging of 
transport infrastructure costs to heavv goods vehicles (COMI87) 716 
final) 
(presented by the Commission on the basis of Article 149(3) of the EEC 
Treaty) 
08.02.1991 -37 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69328-2 
CB-CO-9I-056-EN-C 
COM(91) 43 final 
Proposal for a Council Directive fixing certain rates and target rates of 
excise duty on mineral oils 
(presented bv the Commission) 
19.02.1991 -12pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69499-8 
CB-CO-91-075-EN-C 
CES(91)411 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on a common system of 
taxation applicable to interest and royalty payments made between 
parent companies and subsidiaries in different Member States 
(doc. COM(90) 571 final) 
20.03.1991 -5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-71536-7 
EY-CO-91-032-EN-C 
EN-91-4 
CES(9I)556 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive fixing certain rates and 
target rates of excise duty on mineral oils 
(doc. COM(91) 43 final) 
24.04.1991 -5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72450-1 
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EY-CO-91-040-EN-C 
EN-91-7 
CESI9D557 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive determining the scope 
of Article 14(1) (d) of Directive 77/38X/EEC as regards exemption from 
value-added tax on the final importation of certain goods 
(doc. SECI90) 2249 final) 
24.04.1991 - 7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72459-5 
EY-CO-91-041-EN-C 
EN-91-7 
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COMI91) 37 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on a Community award 
scheme for an Eco-label 
(presented bv the Commission) 
II.02.1991 - 3 7 p p . 
ISBN 92-77-69400-9 
CB-CO-91-064-EN-C 
COM(91) 55 final 
Report of the Commission to the Council concerning the operations 
referred to in Directive 79/267/EEC of 5 March 1979 and undertaken 
bv composite and specialized companies 
22.02.1991 - 10 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69454-8 
CB-CO-9I-070-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-358/90 Β 
Report drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Women's Rights on the 
1992 single market and its implications for women in the EC 
Rapporteur : Mrs M. VAN HEMELDONCK 
Part B: Explanatorv statement 
15.01.1991 - 15pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70016-5 
AY-CO- 90-4X0-EN-A 
Microform 
CESI91I412 
Opinion on the discussion paper on making payments in the internal 
market 
(doc. COMI90) 447 final) 
20.03.1991 - 15 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-71545-6 
EY-CO-9I-033-EN-C 
EN-91-5 
COM(90 | 387 final 
Draft Council Decision on the association of the overseas countries and 
territories with the European Economic Community 
Draft Decision of the representatives of the Governments of the 
Member States of the European Coal and Steel Community, meeting 
within the Council on the arrangements for trade between the 
Community and the associated overseas countries and territories in 
products within the province of the European Coal and Steel 
Community 
(presented by the Commission) 
14.02.1991 - 291 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69490-4 
CB-CO-9I-074-EN-C 
COM(90) 670/2 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on urgent action to supply 
agricultural products to the USSR 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on urgent action to supply 
agricultural products to Romania and Bulgaria 
(presented by the Commission) 
Corrigendum 
05.02.1991 - 11 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69273-1 
CB-CO-91-049-EN-C 
COMI90) 687 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision setting up a programme of options 
specific to the remote and insular nature of Madeira and the Azores 
(POSEIMA) 
(presented bv the Commission) 
20.02.1991 -58 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69472-6 
CB-CO-9I-072-EN-C 
COMI91) 14 final 
Proposal for a Decision of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers extending 
Decision No 2/90 of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers on transitional 
measures to be applied from 1 March 1990 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on the application of the 
Decision of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers extending Decision No 
2/90 on transitional measures to be applied from 1 March 1990 
Proposal for a Council Decision extending Decision 86/283/EEC on the 
association of the overseas countries and territories with the European 
Economic Community 
Draft Decision of the representatives of the Governments of the 
Member States meeting within the Council extending Decision 
86/284/ECSC on the arrangements for t rade between the Community 
and the associated overseas countries and territories in products within 
the province of the European Coal and Steel Communitv 
25.01.1991-7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69129-8 
CB-CO-91-033-EN-C 
COMI9I) 48 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) concerning financial 
cooperation in respect of all the Mediterranean non-member countries 
(presented bv the Commission) 
19.02.1991 - 9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69436-X 
CB-CO-91-068-EN-C 
CES(91)436 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive concerning 
arrangements for the taking into account by enterprises of the losses of 
their permanent establishments and subsidiaries situated in other 
Member States 
(doc. COM(90) 595 final) 
20.03.1991 -Xpp . 
ISBN 92-77-71599-5 
EY-CO-91-039-EN-C 
EN-91-6 
CES(91)568 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on unfair terms in 
consumer contracts 
(doc. COM(90) 322 final) 
24.04.1991 - 10 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72X20-5 
EY-CO-9I-052-EN-C 
EN-91-8 
COMI91) 52 final 
Commission report on cooperation with European non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) in fields concerning developing countries (1989 
exercise) 
22.02.1991 -274 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69591-9 
CB-CO-91-085-EN-C 
COM(91)61 final 
Additional financial aid for countries in the Middle East and the 
Mediterranean affected by the Gulf war 
(Communication from the Commission to the Council) 
28.02.1991 - 9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70061-0 
CB-CO-91-096-EN-C 
COM(91) 74 final 
Proposal for Council Regulation (EEC) No ..../91 amending Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 2340/90 of 8 August 1990 and Council Regulation 
(EEC) No 3155/90 of 29 October 1990 preventing trade by the 
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Community as regards Iraq and Kuwait 
(presented bv the Commission) 
01.03.1991 - 4 pp. 
ISBN92-77-70070-X 
CB-CO-91-097-EN-C 
COM(91) 79 final 
Draft Council Decision amending Decision (90/414/ECSC) of the 
representatives of the Governments of the Member States of the 
European Coal and Steel Community, meeting within the Council 
preventing trade as regards Iraq and Kuwait 
(presented bv the Commission) 
07.03.1991 - 4 pp. 
ISBN92-77-70134-X 
CB-CO-91-103-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-321/90 Β 
Report of the Political Affairs Committee on a proposal from the 
Commission to the Council for a Regulation on financial aid for the 
countries most directly affected bv the Gulf crisis (SEC(90) 1862 final -
C3-313/90) 
Rapporteur: Mr Peter D. CRAMPTON 
Part B: Opinion of the Committee on Budgets 
Opinion of the Committee on External Economic Relations 
Opinion of the Committee on Development and Cooperation 
21.11.1990- 13 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68891-2 
AY-CO-90-458-EN-A 
Microform 
P E D O C A 3-341/90 
Report of the Committee on Budgetary Control on the legal basis of the 
proposal from the Commission to the Council concerning the draft 
Financial Regulation applicable to development finance cooperation 
under the Fourth Lomé Convention (COM(90) 243 final and COM(90) 
446 final - C3-341/90) 
Rapporteur: Mrs Barbara SIMONS 
04.12.1990-6 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68864-5 
AY-CO-90-455-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-346/90 
Report of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Rural 
Development on the Commission proposal for a Council Regulation on 
the conclusion of the Protocol establishing for the period from I July 
1990 to 30 June 1993 the fishing rights and financial compensation 
provided for in the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Gambia on fishing off the coast of 
Gambia (COM(90) 303 final - C3-233/90) 
Rapporteur: Mrs Teresa DOMINGO SEGARRA 
04.12.1990- 13 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68873-4 
AY-CO-90-456-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-350/90 
Report of the Committee on Budgets on the proposal from the 
Commission to the Council for a Decision extending to the Czech and 
Slovak Federal Republic, Bulgaria and Romania the Community 
guarantee to the European Investment Bank against losses under loans 
for projects in Hungary and Poland (COM(90) 384 final - C3-307/90) 
Rapporteur: Mr John E. TOMLINSON 
04.12.1990-9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68682-0 
AY-CO-90-436-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-353/90 
Report of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Rural 
Development on the Commission proposal for a Council Regulation on 
the conclusion of the Protocol defining, for the period from 3 May 1990 
to 2 May 1992, the fishing opportunities and financial compensation 
provided for in the Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Government of the People's Republic of Angola on 
fishing off Angola (COM(90) 307 final) 
Rapporteur: Mr Vasco GARCIA 
05.12.1990- 13 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68700-2 
AY-CO-90-438-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-369/90 
Report of the Political Affairs Committee on the political situation in 
Southern Africa 
Rapporteur: Mr Antonio CAPUCHO 
20.12.1990-32 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69673-7 
■AY-CO-90-463-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-370/90 
Recommendation of the Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology on the common positions established by the Council with a 
view to the adoption of Decisions on 
- the conclusion of the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Republic of Finland on a research and 
development programme for the European Economic Community in 
the field of applied metrology and chemical analysis (BCR) (C3-407/90 -
SYN 247) 
- the conclusion of the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Kingdom of Sweden on a research and 
development programme for the European Economic Community in 
the field of applied metrology and chemical analysis (BCR) (C3-408/90 -
SYN 244) 
- the conclusion of the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Communitv and the Swiss Confederation on a research and 
development programme for the European Economic Community in 
the field of applied metrology and chemical analysis (BCR) (C3-409/90 -
SYN 250) 
Rapporteur: M r Antonio LA PERGOLA 
20.12.1990-7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69682-6 
AY-CO-90-464-EN-A 
Microform 
P E D O C A 3-371/90 
Recommendation of the Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology on the common positions established by the Council with a 
view to the adoption of Decisions on the conclusion of Cooperation 
Agreements between 
1. the European Economic Community and the Republic of Austria a 
European Stimulation Plan for Economic Science (SPES) (C3-4I0/90 -
SYN 248) 
2. the European Economic Community and the Republic of Finland on 
a European Stimulation Plan for Economic Science (SPES) (C3-411/90 -
SYN 242) 
3. the European Economic Community and the Kingdom of Norway on 
a European Stimulation Plan for Economic Science (SPES) (C3-412/90 -
SYN 249) 
4. the European Economic Community and the Kingdom of Sweden on 
a European Stimulation Plan for Economic Science (SPES) (C3-4I3/90 -
SYN 245) 
5. the European Economic Community and the Swiss Confederation on 
a European Stimulation Plan for Economic Science (SPES) (C3-414/90 -
SYN 246) 
Rapporteur: Mr Antonio LA PERGOLA 
20.12.1990-9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69691-5 
AY-CO-90-465-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-375/90 
Report of the Committee on Development and Cooperation on the 
results of the work of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly in 1990 in Port 
Moresby (Papua New Guinea) and Luxembourg 
Rapporteur: Mrs Barbara SCHMIDBAUER 
20.12.1990- 17 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69709-1 
AY-CO-90-467-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-3/91 
Report drawn up on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee on 
relations with the countries of Central America, including Cuba 
Rapporteur: Mrs Marlene LENZ 
10.01.1991 - 19 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69908-6 
AY-CO-91-OOl-EN-A 
Microform 
P E D O C A 3-4/91 
Interim report of the Political Affairs Committee on relations between 
the European Community and Albania 
Rapporteur : Mr Alexander LANGER 
14.01.1991 - 9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69944-2 
AY-CO-91-003-EN-A 
Microform 
P E D O C A 3-10/91 
Recommendation of the Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology on the common position established by the Council with a 
view to the adoption of a Decision concerning the conclusion of a 
Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Republic of Iceland on a programme plan to stimulate the 
international cooperation and interchange needed bv European 
research scientists (SCIENCE) C3-8/91 - SYN 282) ' 
Rapporteur: M r Antonio LA PERGOLA 
29.01.1991 - 5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70170-6 
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AY-CO-91-OlO-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-17/91 
Second report of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights 
on the proposals from the Commission to the Council for 
I. a Decision on the conclusion of the Agreement between the Swiss 
Confederation and the European Economic Community concerning 
direct insurance other than life assurance (COM(89) 436 final -
C3-145/89-SYN220) 
IL a Directive on the implementation of the Agreement between the 
Swiss Confederation and the European Economic Community 
concerning direct insurance other than life assurance (COMI89) 436 
final-C3-146/89-SYN 221) 
III. a Regulation laying down particular provisions for the application 
of Articles 36 and 37a of the Agreement between the Swiss 
Confederation and the European Economic Communitv on direct 
insurance other than lire assurance (COM(89) 436 final' - C3-147/89 -
SYN 222) 
Rapporteur : Mr Willi ROTHLEY 
06.02.1991 - 15 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70233-8 
AY-CO-91-0I7-EN-A 
Microform 
CES(9I )407 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Decision adopting a specific 
research and technological development programme in the field of 
controlled thermonuclear fusion (1990-1994) and the proposal for a 
Council Decision approving amendments to the statutes of the Joint 
European Torus (JET) joint undertaking 
(doc. COMI90) 441 final) 
20.03.1991 - 15 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-71472-7 
EY-CO-91-02X-EN-C 
EN-91-4 
CES(91 |408 
Opinion on a proposal for a Council Decision concerning the promotion 
of energy efficiency in the Communitv (SAVE) 
(doc. COM(90) 365 final) 
20.03.1991 - 10 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-714X1-6 
EY-CO-91-029-EN-C 
EN-91-4 
CES(9I)575 
Opinion on relations between the United States and Japan and between 
the European Communitv and Japan 
25.04.1991 -44 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72940-6 
EY-CO-9I-059-EN-C 
EN-91-10 
13 Regional policy 
12 Energy 
PE DOC A 3-340/90 
Report of the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning on 
the 14th annual report on the operation of the ERDF in 1988 
Rapporteur: Mr James NICHOLSON 
30.11.1990- Xpp. 
ISBN 92-77-68846-7 
AY-CO-90-454-EN-A 
Microform 
COMI90) 365/2 final 
Specific actions for vigorous energy efficiency (SAVE) 
Proposal for a Council Decision concerning the promotion of energy 
efficiency in the Community 
(presented by the Commission) 
Corrigendum 
11.02.1991 - 1 p. 
ISBN 92-77-69391-6 
CB-CO-91-063-EN-C 
14 Environment 
COM(91)21 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision approving the conclusion of an 
Exchange of Letters amending the Agreement between the European 
Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) and the Government of Canada 
for cooperation in the peaceful uses of atomic energy of 6 October 1959 
(presented bv the Commission) 
04.02.1991 -Ί() pp. 
ISBN 92-77-691X3-2 
CB-CO-9I-039-EN-C 
COM(90) 498 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on specific action to protect 
the environment in the coastal areas and coastal waters of the Irish Sea. 
North Sea, Baltic Sea and north-east Atlantic Ocean 
(presented bv the Commission) 
09.01.1991 - 2 6 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68900-5 
CB-CO-91-021-EN-C 
COM(91) 36 final 
Communication from the Commission on a European Energy Charter 
14.02.1991 - 12 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6948 1-5 
CB-CO-91-073-EN-C 
COMI91) 53 final 
Energy planning in the European Community (at regional level) 
(Communication from the Commission) 
08.05.1991 - 23 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69445-9 
CB-CO-91-069-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-5/91 Β 
Report of the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology on the 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a Decision adopting a 
specific research and technological development programme in the field 
of non-nuclear energies ( 1990-1994) (COM(90) 164 final - C3-167/90 -
SYN 269) 
Rapporteur: Mr Carles-Alfred GASÓLIBA I BÖHM 
Part B: Explanatory statement 
Opinions 
10.01.1991 - 3 2 p p . 
ISBN 92-77-69953-1 
AY-CO-9I-004-EN-A 
Microform 
COMI91) 27 final 
Modified proposal for a Council Directive on the conservation of 
natural and semi-natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora 
(presented bv the Commission pursuant to Article 149, paragraph 3 of 
the EEC Treaty) 
08.02.1991 -22"pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69201-4 
CB-CO-91-041-EN-C 
COM(91) 28 final 
Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) establishing a Financial 
Instrument for the Environment (LIFE) 
(presented by the Commission) 
31.01.1991 - 6 6 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69219-7 
CB-CO-9I-043-EN-C 
COM(91) 35 final 
Amendment to the proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on action 
by the Community relating to nature conservation ( Acnat) 
(presented bv the Commission pursuant to Article 149(3) of the EEC 
Treaty) 
06.02.1991 - 6 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69291-X 
CB-CO-91-051-EN-C 
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C0M(91) 42 final 
Proposal for a Council Directive amending Annex II to 
Directive 79/409/EEC on the conservation of wild birds 
(presented by the Commission) 
07.03.1991 - 16pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69355-X 
CB-CO-91-059-EN-C 
COMI91) 78 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision concerning the approval of the 
Convention on the International Commission for the Protection of the 
Elbe 
(presented bv the Commission) 
14.03.1991 - Ί 5 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-70125-0 
CB-CO-91-I02-EN-C 
parties to the Protocol 
(doc. COM(90) 589 final) 
20.03.1991 - 4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-71527-8 
EY-CO-9I-031-EN-C 
EN-91-4 
CES(91)570 
Own-initiative opinion on training, safety and protection of the 
environment 
24.04.1991 - 7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-72838-8 
EY-CO-9I-054-EN-C 
EN-91-9 
PE DOC A 3-338/90 
Report of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and 
Consumer Protection on a proposal for a Council Directive on 
harmonizing and rationalizing reports on the implementation of certain 
Directives relating to the environment (COMI90) 287 final - C3-252/90) 
Rapporteur: M r Kenneth COLLINS 
30.10.1990-6 pp. 
ISBN92-77-6882X-9 
AY-CO-90-452-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-343/90 
Report by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and 
Consumer Protection on the proposal from the Commission for a 
Council Regulation on substances that deplete the ozone laver 
(COMI90) 3 final - C3-115/90) 
Rapporteur: Mr Alexandres ALA VANOS 
03.12.1990-45 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X655-3 
AY-CO-90-433-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-366/90 
Report of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and 
Consumer Protection on a Community strategy on waste management 
Rapporteur : Mr David BOWE 
19.12.1990-26 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69655-9 
AY-CO-90-46I-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-368/90 
Report of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and 
Consumer Protection on the Commission proposal for a Council 
Directive amending Directive 88/77/EEC on the approximation of the 
laws of the Member States relating to the measures to be taken against 
the emission of gaseous pollutants from diesel engines for use in vehicles 
(COM(90) 174 final - C3-209/90 - SYN 272) 
Rapporteur: Mr Siegbert ALBER 
19.12.1990-29 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69X72-1 
AY-CO-90-471-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-6/91 
Report of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and 
Consumer Protection on the principle of equivalence of conditions 
governing imports and exports between the European Community and 
third countries with regard to products which are harmful to health 
and to the environment 
Rapporteur: Mrs Adriana CECI 
1 1.01.1991 - 7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69962-0 
AY-CO-91-005-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-8/91 
Report of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and 
Consumer Protection on the proposal from the Commission to the 
Council for a Decision on the conclusion, on behalf of the Community, 
of the Convention on the Control of Transboundarv Movements of 
Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal <COM(90) 362 final - C3-299/90) 
Rapporteur: Mr Ken COLLINS 
Adopted pursuant to Rule 116(2) of the Rules of Procedure 
16.01.1991 - 9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69971-X 
AY-CO-91-006-EN-A 
Microform 
CES(91)410 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Decision concerning the 
conclusion of the amendment to the Montreal Protocol on substances 
that deplete the ozone layer as adopted in June 1990 in London by the 
15 Scientific and technical research 
COM(90) 179/2 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision amending Decision 89/118/EEC on a 
European stimulation plan for economic science (1989-1992) (SPES) 
(presented by the Commission) 
Corrigendum 
27.02.1991 - 1 p. 
ISBN 92-77-70052-1 
CB-CO-91-095-EN-C 
COMI90) 570/2 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision setting up a programme for an 
information services market 
(presented by the Commission) 
Corrigendum 
30.01.1991 - 2 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69192-1 
CB-CO-91-040-EN-C 
COM(90) 672 final 
Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European 
Parliament 
Report on the implementation of the programme applied metrology and 
chemical analysis (Community Bureau of Reference - BCR) 
1988-1992 
16.01.1991 - 9 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68232-9 
CB-CO-91-005-EN-C 
COM(91) 12 final 
Annual report by the Commission to the European Parliament and the 
Council on the setting up of the Caddiu computerized 
telecommunications systems and the implementation of the long-term 
development programme 
1 July 1989 to 30 June 1990 
31.01*. 1991 - 8 4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69090-9 
CB-CO-9I-028-EN-C 
COM(91) 13 final 
Proposal for a Council Decision adapting Decision 87/5I6/Euratom, 
EEC concerning the framework programme of Community activities in 
the field of research and technological development (1987-1991) 
Proposal for a Council Decision amending Decisions 87/551/EEC, 
87/590/EEC, 88/28/EEC, 88/279/EEC, 88/416/EEC, 88/418/EEC, 
88/419/EEC, 88/521/EEC, 89/160/EEC, 89/236/EEC, 89/237/EEC, 
89/413/EEC and 89/625/EEC adopting specific programmes under the 
second framework programme of research and technological 
development 
Proposal for a Council Decision amending Decisions SS -1 IS Euratom, 
88/522/Euratom and 89/664/Euratom adopting specific programmes in 
the nuclear field under the second framework programme of research 
and technological development 
(presented bv the Commission) 
28.01.1991 Λ 7 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69099-2 
CB-CO-91-029-EN-C 
COM(91) 30 final 
Proposal for a Council Directive on the application of open network 
provision to leased lines 
(presented bv the Commission) 
14.02.199! -27 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69237-5 
CB-CO-9I-045-EN-C 
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COM(91) 50 final 
Amendment to the proposal for a Council Decision adopting a specific 
research and technological development programme in the field of 
non-nuclear energies (1991-1994) 
(presented by the Commission pursuant to Article 149(3) of the EEC 
Treaty) 
05.03.1991 - 13 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69409-2 
CB-CO-9I-065-EN-C 
COMI91) 64 final 
Amended proposal for a Council Decision adopting a specific research 
and technological development programme in the field of agriculture 
and agro-industry (1990-1994) 
(presented by the Commission pursuant to Article 149(3) of the EEC 
Treaty) 
01.03.1991 -25 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-69563-3 
CB-CO-91-081-EN-C 
PE DOC A 3-326/90 
Report of the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology on the 
Commission proposal for a Council Decision adopting a specific 
programme of research and technological development in the field of 
information technology (1990 to 1994) (COM(90) 153 final - C3-156/90 -
SYN 258) 
Rapporteur: Mr Detlev SAMLAND 
28. 11. 1990-25 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X764-9 
AY-CO-90-445-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-326/90 Annex 
Opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and 
Industrial Policy for the Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology on the Commission proposal for a Council Decision 
concerning a specific programme of research and technological 
development in the field of information technology (1990-1994) 
(COM(90) 153 final - C3-156/90 - SYN 258) 
Draftsman: Mr Karsten Friedrich HOPPENSTEDT 
06.12.1990-4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X610-3 
AY-CO-90-42X-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-327/90 Β 
Report by the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology on the 
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a Decision adopting a 
specific research and technological development programme in the field 
of life sciences and technologies for developing countries ( 1990-1994) 
(COM(90) 163 final - C3-166/90 - SYN 268) 
Rapporteur : Mrs Jessica LARIVE 
Part B: Explanatory statement 
Opinion of the Committee on Budgets 
Opinion of the Committee on Development and Cooperation 
29.11.1990- 25 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-6X556-5 
AY-CO-90-422-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-328/90 A 
Report of the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology on the 
Commission proposal for a Council Decision adopting a specific 
research and technological development programme in the field of 
biomedicine and health (1990-1994) (COM(90) 162 final - C3-165/90 -
SYN 267) 
Rapporteur : Mr Alain POMPIDOU 
Part A: Amendments 
Draft legislative resolution 
29.11.1990-28 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68773-8 
AY-CO-90-446-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-328/90 Β 
Report of the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology on the 
Commission proposal for a Council Decision adopting a specific 
research and technological development programme in the field of 
biomedicine and health (1990-1994) (COM(90) 162 final - C3-165/90 -
SYN 267) 
Rapporteur : M r Alain POMPIDOU 
Part B: Explanatory statement 
Opinions 
29.11.1990- 19 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68783-5 
AY-CO-90-447-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-329/90 A 
Report drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology on the Commission proposal for a Council Decision 
adopting a specific research and technological development programme 
in the field of industrial and materials technologies (1990-1994) 
(COM(90) 156 final - C3-159/90 - SYN 261) 
Rapporteur : Mr Giacomo PORRAZZINI 
Part A: Amendments to the Commission proposal 
Draft legislative resolution 
29.11.1990-35 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68792-4 
AY-CO-90-448-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-329/90 Β 
Report of the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology on the 
Commission proposal for a Council Decision adopting a specific 
research and technological development programme in the field of 
industrial and materials technologies (1990-1994) (COM(90) 156 final -
C3-159/90-SYN261) 
Rapporteur : Mr Giacomo PORRAZZINI 
Part B: Explanatory statement 
Opinion of the Committee on Budgets 
29.11.1990- 15 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68801-7 
AY-CO-90-449-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-329/90 Annex 
Opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and 
Industrial Policy for the Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology on the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a 
Decision adopting a specific research and technological development 
programme in the field of industrial and materials technologies 
(1990-1994) (COMI90) 156 final - C3-159/90 - SYN 261) 
Draftsman: Mrs Imelda Mary READ 
06.12.1990-4 pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68619-7 
AY-CO-90-429-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-332/90 Β 
Report of the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology on the 
Commission proposal for a Council Decision concerning a specific 
programme of research and technological development in the field of 
communication technologies (1990-1994) (COM(90) 154 final -
C3-157/90 - SYN 259) 
Rapporteur : Mr Günter RINSCHE 
Part B: Explanatory statement 
Opinion of the Committee on Budgets 
29.11.1990- 16pp. 
ISBN 92-77-68X10-6 
AY-CO-90-450-EN-A 
Microform 
PE DOC A 3-332/90 Annex 
Opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and 
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